
 
Dear directors, teachers  and artists,   
 we are again opening an art competition for preschoolers known as ,,Kindergarten full of children´´. The sense 
of this project is promotion of creativity and creative approach trough the art creation of preschoolers. More 
than 4000 very interesting art works from all over the Czech Republic took part in this project last year.   

As in previous years, as a part of this 11th year exhibition the presentation of art works from the Czech 
kindergartens will be held. The award ceremony for the participating children and public as well will be held in 
April 2013 in the brand new hall of  theUHK in cooperation with PF UHK  (Institute of primary and preprimary 
education). The chosen children will be rewarded a diploma with the photographic picture of their art work and 
with other smaller presents. This ceremony has become  a  great event for the children and their families.  The 
child is very often remunerated for its artistic skill in public for the first time and namely from the hands of HK 
representatives of public life.  

We have always been trying to prepare as much interesting programme of  the competition as we 
can. We certainly need help of children and of you, educators. We are looking forward to sending your 
art works on free topic and technique, which are interesting and inspiring in some point, or which are 
exceptionally successful. We are interested in creativity and resourcefulness of the child. This is the reason 
why we have to reject those  works of art in which the interference of an adult, even with the best intention, 
could be felt. While judging the children´s art works our  expert jury composed of assistants from the 
Department of art culture of UHK namely appreciates those art works on which  the children used their own 
creativity, skills and intelligence without the art influence  of their educators and without using any templates.  
According to our experiences you often want us to give you back the artworks, unfortunately that is out of our 
skills and financial possibilities.  More information about this project is possible to find on this link: 
http://www.mskampanova.a-fw.net/soutez.php?rocnik=10 
 
Your sent art works must be clearly marked on backside with: 

- The name and age of  the author 
- The name of the art work  
- Full address of kindergarten, telephone number, name of the educator 

It is forbidden, to occur any intervention of adults on front side of art works. 
Keep sending your art works until 25th of February 2013 on the following address: 
Mateřská škola Albertova 767, 50002 Hradec Králové. 

 
We thank to the children and their teachers for their beautiful pictures, which we have received during the 
previous years and we are looking forward to another nice meeting with you and your art works.  
Organizers of competition: 
Bc. Ivona Struhařová, Director of MŠ Kampanova, (tn: 00420495523806)  
Mgr. Eva Hrubá, deputy Director for MŠ Albertova, guarantor of the project (tn:00420725311907) 
Bc. Lada Kalousková, Valerie Richtermocová, teachers, implementers of the exhibition  
(tn: 00420495538297, 00420495000278) 
Mgr. Martina Lobovská, teacher, remuneration of the winners (tn: 00420495000277, 00420606137455)¨ 


